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 Introduction 

When designing a course, the natural inclination is to begin by examining the course 

material and developing class lectures according to the selected texts.  This approach makes 

content the focus of the course and may leave the knowledge, skills, and values we want students 

to have upon completion of the course undefined. Whether designing a new course or modifying 

an existing one, thoughtful planning during the design stage can help instructors develop a 

successful course.  
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Expectations and Course Context 

Prior to developing course learning outcomes, time must be taken to reflect upon the key 

expectations that we have of our students. What are three to five crucial concepts that we hope 

the student will recall, not only at the end of the course, but five years after they graduate?  The 

current or prior knowledge that the student brings to the classroom must also be considered. 

What is the knowledge foundation that we will build upon with the students? Or, what is the 

background knowledge students are lacking in some content areas that must be identified so that 

we can help the students determine if they need further development and direct them to 

supporting resources? Have we designed a knowledge survey to determine this information the 

first day of class? At this stage, there are several situational factors to consider before identifying 

learning outcomes (Fink, 2005). Questions related to the context of the course, the students, the 

institution, and the environment can help define the course context before determining the 

learning outcomes for the course. The Course Design Cycle is a useful tool in thinking and 

working through the development, assessment, teaching and learning strategies, and continuous 

improvement of course design.  

Stage 1: Course Learning Outcomes 

The Course Design Cycle starts with the end in mind asking the questions: What do we 

want students to know, be able to do, and what will they value when they complete my course? 

Thinking through these questions and developing learning outcomes based on these identified 

results is the first stage in what Wiggins & McTighe (2005) refer to as Backward Design.   All 

courses are tied to an overall program curriculum and oftentimes there are external certification 

or accreditation standards that students must be able to achieve by the time they complete the 

degree program.  Before identifying learning outcomes, it is important to know the overall 
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program level outcomes, as well as the accreditation or certification standards, and develop 

learning outcomes that are aligned with those expectations. Program level outcomes are available 

through the department assessment database and/or leader and align with all courses offered in 

the department.  

Accreditation processes exist to determine if educational programs meet defined 

standards of quality. The national certification or accreditation requirements can be located 

through the professional organization in the discipline. For example, the Society of American 

Foresters (2007) has a set of accreditation standards for all institutions who wish to be accredited 

educational programs in professional forestry. Another example, ABET, accredits programs in 

applied science, computing, engineering, and engineering technology. Aligning to such processes 

will ensure that your course is intentionally integrated into the broader educational context in 

which it resides.  

We also need to consider our own expectations for students, prioritize and narrow the 

content so that it is manageable within the allotted timeframe, and consider the degree to which 

our students should learn the material. Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwol & Anderson, 2001) 

can be helpful when determining the level of complexity of our educational goals and students’ 

demonstration of achievement. For example, do we want students to be able to recall 

information, apply concepts, or create new knowledge? Students also have unique needs that 

warrant consideration such as learner readiness and academic skills, prior knowledge and 

experience with the topic, and interests and purpose for taking the class. While knowledge about 

students’ characteristics may be incomplete at this stage, we can build early formative 

assessments into our course design and make adjustments if necessary. Clear learning outcomes 
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give us and our students a path to follow throughout a course and a vision of where we would 

like to be at the end.  

Stage 2: Assessment 

The next stage in the Backward Design model that informs the Course Design Cycle is to 

determine evidence that will demonstrate what students are learning (Wiggins & McTighe, 

2005). This evidence can be gathered through ongoing feedback for student learning 

improvement (formative assessment) and feedback for a grade (summative assessment). In the 

context of the Course Design Cycle, assessment can be understood as an ongoing process of 

ascertaining, understanding, and improving student learning.  Assessment can come in many 

forms. For example, homework assignments, written reports, presentations, exams, portfolios, 

learning journals, and class discussions can all be used to assess student learning. It  is important 

to keep in mind that the information we gather through our assessment techniques is not only 

feedback for our students in how well they are performing and how much they are understanding 

the material, but it is also feedback for instructors in terms of what teaching strategies may or 

may not be working. If we wait until the end of the class to assess student learning, we miss an 

important opportunity to identify what students are mastering or struggling with, as well as an 

opportunity to modify our instruction to better meet student needs. Identifying effective 

assessment strategies throughout our course can assist us and our students in ongoing evaluation 

of how successfully learning outcomes are being met. 

Stage 3: Learning Activities 

Identifying appropriate learning activities is the next step in course design. Knowing 

what the expected learning outcomes are and what evidence we will require of students to show 

how well they are achieving the learning outcomes makes instruction planning targeted and 
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purposeful. Teaching methods, instructional materials and resources, organization, and 

sequencing of lessons are all considerations that need to be made with the intent of providing 

students with learning experiences that will help them achieve success with the learning 

outcomes. Learning activities may include transformational experiences or High-Impact 

Practices (Kuh, 2008; AAC&U), such as collaborative assignments and projects, undergraduate 

research, diversity/global learning, service or community-based learning, and capstone projects. 

When planning learning activities, engagement with the material (active learning) should be one 

of the fundamental considerations. There are many pedagogical choices when planning 

instruction and our choices should be guided by our expectations of our students and ourselves as 

instructors.  

Stage 4: Syllabus Alignment 

How do we make these components in course development explicit for our students? This 

is one of the major goals of the syllabus. The syllabus should describe the expected knowledge 

and skills entering the course; the knowledge, skills and values to be gained in the course; the 

assignments and assessments to allow demonstration of the learning outcomes; and finally a plan 

of what students will do to achieve the learning outcomes. The syllabus is a very effective 

communication tool for us and the students entering our course. The tone for the course is often 

set by the tone in the syllabus, so keep this in mind as you communicate the course expectations 

to your students.  

Stage 5: Analysis & Action 

Once learning outcomes, assessment strategies, and learning activities have been 

designed and integrated, it is tempting to consider our course design complete. However, 

continuous inquiry into how our students are performing and what is working or not working in 
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our course is an important component in the Course Design Cycle. Thus, the process of course 

design continues with an analysis of the information gathered throughout a course including, for 

example, formal and informal assessments conducted, reflections on teaching strategies used, 

and student reactions and responses to course activities and expectations. This analysis can help 

us identify potential challenges early on and make adjustments to the course if necessary. It can 

also help us document what is working well and record successful teaching strategies we can use 

in future courses.  

Reflection 

As the Course Design Cycle indicates, reflection is integrated throughout the process. 

The significance of reflection on teaching and learning has been well-documented in the 

education literature (Boud, Keogh, & Walker, 1985; Boud, & Walker, 1993; Boyd, & Fales, 

1983; Brookfield, 1990, 1995; Dewey, 1933; Mezirow & Associates, 1990; Mezirow, 1991; 

Schön, 1983, 1987).  Engaging in a process of continuous reflection and improvement is 

essential to the practice of good teaching—teaching that is responsive and accountable to student 

learning. Reflecting on what we and our students are doing and learning throughout and at the 

completion of a course can help us understand better how learning works, which can help us 

improve our practice and give us insight into helping students become more independent and 

self-directed learners. Teaching in higher education can be a daunting task, especially if you are 

teaching for the first time. We have made an attempt to simplify the critical steps involved in 

course design as you influence the knowledge, skills, and values of our students.  
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